
CREATE A MONSTER WRITING ACTIVITY FOR MIDDLE SCHOOL

Results 1 - 24 of This is a a great activity for back to school writing, creative writing, or descriptive writing! Students
create their own unique monster and.

I remember one student saying, 'Boy! Craft your own Wild Thing mask with these simple supplies: paper
plates, glue, scissors, construction paper, and yarn. Instruct each student to find a site that deals with monsters.
Students will also need time to create a visual representation of the monster and select music to represent it. If
computers with internet connection are not available in the classroom, then be sure to reserve time in the
computer lab or library. Posted by Elizabeth Mulvahill Elizabeth Mulvahill is a passionate teacher, writer and
mom who loves learning new things, traveling the globe and everything Zen. Each pair of students then made
suggestions on how the description could be improved. Teachers were able to focus more on teaching and less
on trying to be Web designers. There must be a visual representation of the monster. From whose point of
view is the story told? We exchanged descriptions within our class and drew someone else's creature. At this
point, the class will begin conducting research on the Internet for Web sites about monsters. Students should
also be taught sequencing skills in describing their monster to make the original monster easier to see in
another student's imagination so the drawing becomes as close a picture to the original as possible. Is Beowulf
an ideal hero and king? Roll the dice and add that number of teeth to your Wild Thing. The class will read
Beowulf. Have a class discussion at the end of Grendel. Each group must construct a creature. Why do you
think monsters exist? To create the pointy ears, just fold in the tube from each side. Even the older students
enjoyed the activity. For teachers and students looking for an interesting and enriching Internet project, she
says that the Monster Project is THE one! Have students view the video clip, Understanding the Music: Danse
Macabre in which NSO Assistant Conductor Emil de Cou shares details about the original story that was the
inspiration for the music and discusses how musical sounds effects are created. Work on all kinds of skills.
Students will read, discuss, and analyze Frankenstein characters.


